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“Delivering Awesome Service”

Cubicles
Ultimate Strength and Maximum Options
Accommodates 12-13mm or 19-21mm thick materials
TM
Wall fix End Cap
for extra support

Encased Hinge fixings to
give finesse and strength

Wall Channels Pre drilled to accept
partition with bolt through fixings.
Masks out of line wall discrepancies

Cubicles
“It’s a changing world”

Increased vision
Indicator Bolt to aid
Access For All
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Cubicle Supports Std 150mm floor
clearance, optional floor to ceiling or
floating arrangements available

1 Mid facia - Exquisite profile gives a totally true line appearance.
Designed to accept partitions and give additional strength with bolt
through fixings.
2 End facia - Offering stability to a free standing end whilst maintaining
uniformity in system appearance.
3 Headrail - Uniquely designed, quick to install, and easy to extend.
Optional colour coordinated end caps complete the finished look.
4 Wall end facia - Solid wall fixing, to hinge door or to act as a
clashing/receiving post.

For further details call or write to:

esome Service”

w
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Chameleon Sales Department
ALM Products Limited
Grindon Way
Heighington Lane Business Park
Newton Aycliffe
County Durham
DL5 6SH

Telephone +44 (0) 1325 313377
Facsimile +44 (0) 1325 315588
E-mail sales@almproducts.co.uk
www.almproducts.co.uk

Disclaimer – Responsibility for compliance with current building regulations and other statutory requirements lies with the project manager
e.g. architect, builder, site manager and not with ALM Products Limited.
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Cubicles
Wet, Dry, Low or High
The System
A flexible Aluminium system that is attractively
priced, offering style, elegance and outstanding
in-service durability.
Featuring exclusive new designs throughout, the
Chameleon Cubicle combines an array of
exquisite slimline pilasters with a stylish headrail
arrangement, and futuristic indictor bolts. A
superior strength hinge design ensures rigidity
of structure and is complemented by hidden
door fixings. This attention to detail ensures that
the system radiates with sophistication and
quality.

“It’s Unique and Versatile”
To meet the ever increasing demands and
challenges placed upon the market place, the
system can be adapted to give additional privacy
or increased security.
Capable of transforming into a floor to ceiling or
floating cubicle arrangement, the Chameleon
Cubicle offers a one stop solution to Architects
and Specifiers needs.
Designed to compliment the most prestigious of
executive washrooms or wet room environments,
the Chameleon Cubicle can give a traditional,
contemporary or ultramodern look, that can be
colour co-ordinated to suit all tastes.

Fittings and Finishes
Fittings are of a “ bolt through nature” with full
partition height wall channels supplied for
increased strength and durability. Finished in a
range of colour coordinated polyester powder
coating colours, that are applied in accordance
with ISO9001 accreditation, guaranteeing a
superior product life span.

Chameleon integrated Cubicles, Lockers and Seating Systems combine exceptional
strength and pure elegance with a spectrum of changeable colour combinations that
allows you, like a Chameleon, “To Create a Changing World of Your Own”

Cubicles
Leading The Way
Through Access For All
Chameleon cubicles have been designed as a user
friendly system that does not discriminate against
members of society who have restricted movement or
impaired vision. Chameleon actively promotes
Access For All and aspires to ensure that a visit to a
washroom is an enjoyable experience for all, not
challenging one for some.

Wheelchair Accessible Cubicles
Wheelchair Accessible cubicles can easily be
incorporated into the system to ensure that
provisions for all are met.
Via the introduction of a sophisticated outward
opening fascia section, the Chameleon inward and
outward opening doors blend together to maintain a
stunning uniformity and aesthetic appearance to a
room.
Whilst the system, with
optional grab rail
products, allows for
the accommodation of
the latest 2004 DDA
Regulations and Doc
M requirements, the
purposely engineered
indicator bolt
surpasses present day legislation by taking into
consideration the needs of the visually impaired.

On site installation and technical support
Supplied pre drilled, this ingenious system simplifies
on site installation reducing attendance time by up to
30%. A full set of details complete with system
specifications and installation instructions can be
found in our technical support manual, fully qualified
engineers are on hand to discuss your individual
needs.

